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This anicle explorEs the exisDt to which social media are overcomiDg the limitatioos of
mass commudcation aDd restoring the huuEtrisiug elemeds of inkrpeisooal commuoicatiotr to modem cornmunication. lt examiDes how the techDolog)/ of social rlEdia
alters the abitity to commudcalE, the Dature of what is commutricared, 8!d the exl,eDt
to which social media lives up to its promis€ as a humaoisiug and denncratising factor.
It argues that technological stluctu!€s 8Dd processes of social media incorporate
artificiality and tack geuuioe authe icity and asserts that tbe power arraDgemeDts
ad tte mag tudo of m€ssages caricd by social media reduce its abilities to provide
quality prlblic communications, promote elite cootrol, aDd leave us wlnciable to
lysteria aDd moral paDic. Social media at best represent a slight improvcmeDt to public
comnnroicalion ovsr the legacy media ofthe past. At wors! lhey arc rcplicatilg legacy
media as a meaDs of social coonot.
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Hurnan beings are communal anirnals with innate desircs to be with and interact with
others of our species. We $tablish and maintain familial, tribal, and community bonds.
We express our thoughts, our feelings, and our aspirations. We share our observations and
interyretations of the world about us. We communicate in many ways - speech, gestues,
art, music, performance, text, and photrography. If we are unable to use one form of
communication to effectively connect, we find another, because comrnunication with
others is firndamental to who and what we are as humans.
The development of communication capabilities became a natural element that pmmoted collective life and created capacities that made humans one of the most social
species. Our abilities to cooperate, preserve, and pass on knowledge, ideas, and concems
far surpass those ofother species and have given us distinct advantages in selfdomestication and development (Bowles & Gintis,2013; Relethfor( 2012; MlsorL l99l).
For millenni4 we gathered around f[es and told the stories ofour anc€stors and others
about us. We chanted, sang and danced together. We fished, hunted, and farmed, passing
on our knowledge of those skills to others. We sewed hides and cloth and gossiped about

others. We ate together and talked of developments in our lives and how we should
rcspond to them. Facile aad informat communication with family, friends, and others in
the community was the norm.
Even today, oral communication ofculture and knowledge continues to be practiced in
tribal senings, private life, and organisations (Ong, 2002; Vansina, 1985). The capabilities
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of oral communication are limited, however, because temporal and spatial factors constrain interpersonal cornmunication. It was those constraints, combined with population
scale and changes in technology, which began taking the traditional mechanisms of
communication of culturc and knowledge away from us.
Desires to overcome constraiots of time and space led to ihe use technologies to
express who and what we are. We began drawing on the walls of caves, carving
totems, and putting characters onto stones, tablets, and parchment (Moran, 2010; Poe,
2010). Each of these means expanded our ability to communicate, but the very
mediating of communication added artihciality and separated the communication
from those communicating, as well as those being communicated to. It thus dehumanised our communication and altered our relationships with others.
As population increased we became more isolated fmm those arouad us. We
began living in individual dwellings, with greater distances between us, and taking
part in fewer informal communal gatherings. This changed the ways in which we
comrnunicated and passed on information and knowledge. It altered the ways that we
made sense of the world about us and how we made collective decisions. In response,
instihrtions emerged and developed to serve those purposes. Large tribal gatherings,
councils, religious establishments, schools, and apparatuses of nation states all became
parts of our liyes. And with them came formal communication processes and needs for
technologies to communicate more widely to increasingly larger groups of people.
Enter nlass media,
The solution for communicating more widely arose with the emergence ofprint, then
recordings, and then broadcasting (KovariL" 20ll; Moran, 2010; Po€, 2010). By their
na rc, these developmens introduced structurcs and formality into cormunication that
limited who could speak and be heard. Not everyone could participate because cornmunication was unidirectional. Some were denied the ability to use the systems, or be
represented in them, because of elite control. Others were left out because they lacked
liieracy, rcception and playback equipment, and electricity necessaq/ to receive the
communications rcquired (Pican( 2010).
The creation and use of media technologies thus required social and individual
wealth and capabilities that created mechanisms for elite influence and conlrol. The
knowledge and innovation needed for media development and use was fuelled by
stable states, capital availability, a mix of state and commercial interests, and public
education. The political economy of media cr€ated uneven global pattems of media
developmenl, access, and use that continue to this day (Gamhanr, 1990; Jin &
Winseck, 2012: Mosco & Wasko, 1988; Picard,2010).
Although nrass media offered new and elfective ways to communicaie across space
and time, the emergence of text and printing, photography, and broadcasting all introduced alienating forms of communications that continued separating those exprcssing
information and ideas from those *lto received them. Mass media made interaction
impossible between those expressing and those attending to the exprcssion. It stole
individual voices ftom the majority of people and gave voice to only a select feu
The operation of mass media required the creation of institutions with struchues and
processes. It crealed conditions through which individuals could be directed, manipulated,
and exploited by those with a voice. It became a means of elite empowement. It enslaved.
It objectified humans, Fansforming them into audiences that could be commoditised and
traded in nlarkets.

Media removed capabilities for public discussion of public issues, produced
communicative passivity, stultified though with popular entertainment, and became
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a mechanism for social influence and control. All of these faclors created artificiality
and alienation, distance and separation, estrangement and detachment, and isolation
and loneliness. Communication became brutalizing, debasing, and dehumanising.
Media use reduced social engagement (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1948) and alienated

and pacified the public (Postman, 1985; Robinson, 1976). Its formats and
presentational styles facilitated this alienation (Cappella & Jamieson, I996;
Newton, I999).

Mass media made the dehumanisation inherent in all mediated communication worse
of its ubiquity, its commercialisation, and its gro*th to encompass large portions
of communication behaviour and time.
because

Ihe promlse of soclel medie
The emergance of the Intemet and the development of social media are often perceived
and portrayed as futrdamentauy alt€ring communication, rcstoring voice to the public, and
intmducing elements that rc-humanise communication.
Social media have been lauded for their abilities to support excha.nge of ideas and
information and to crcate and facilitate communities. They have reintroduced multidirectional communication. They have restored informality to mmmunications. They
allow us to discrrss and debate, to share information tom storehouses of knowledge,
and to exchange ordinary and banal infomation.
Observers have embraced social media and eloquently touted its benefie and
potential:

Slxial ,nedia is oddictive precisely because it giees ns sornelhing i'hich the /"nl uro d
lacks:

it

gives us immediacy, direclion, a serse of

claity and wlue as at individxal

(Anerlond,20l2).
Social medio spark a rcvelation lhal we, the people, have a voice and through the denocratization of conlenr and ideas we can once again unite around annon passions, inspire
itorertuenls, and igaite ehaage (Solb & Kubher, 201l).

o! 1,our lile contain somelhing that b ritavy irnrynant to
taking part in discltssions: Aurhe icity (Iarnont, 2013).

T,4eets ab@)t the ,nundane aspeets

gaining

follaven ad

Tben 'addictio ' to social ,nedia is a new extension of typical hurnan etgagement . . .Tbens
tum lo, and are obsessed with nhichevet eniton nent allows lhem to connecl to flie ds.
Most ,eens aleflI addicld to social ,fledia: if anythirg, they'le addicted to each orher
(Boyd,20l4).
By bringiag logerher people who share intercsts, no manel fieb location or time zone sociol
nedia has the poQntial ta tansfonn the worblace into an envircnmqtl where leoning is os
natulal as it k powerful @inghan, Connet & Piclc 2010).

There is no doubt that social media have changed who can communicate and
added multi-directionality to communication. Social media have given voice to those
wanting changes in society, become a font of shared information, allowed us to
gossip and discuss television programmes, and given us videos of cats and people
doing silly things. Social media fie lauded, as well as bemoaned, as being the sum
of the human experience. . .our highs, our lows, our accomplisbments, and our
foibles.
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Digital and social media fimctionalities are thus humanising communication by displacing some of the artificiality and alienation inherent in mass comrnunication. This is
forcing change on media companies and content providers of alt types, altering the ways
they address and interdct with their users and the types of content they provide. These
changes are disquieting to elites atrd dominant social groups because the alteratioDs are
stripping some of the control and influence that was previously alforded to ther4 and

to asseft ideas and values, to shape
culhfe, and to direct the course of society. The geater role of vox populi n public
because social media are diffirsing their abilities

communication has significant political, economic, social, and cultural implications to
mass public life.

This raises the question of what we as communication scholars should make of this
humanisation, this rerndowment of media wilh more natural human characteristics and
attributes.

The challenge of technolory

To begin, we must understand the natue of technology and the idealized visions of
progress associat€d with it.
No technologies are neutral and without social and culhrral effects, because they were
created for specific purposes and incorporate specific constraints. Although changes in
technology arc tpically portrayed as progress, with attendant connotations of desirable
development and improvement, they do not always produce fully beneficial results.
That challenge is starkly illustrated by the work of Thomas Midgley Jr, an American
engineer and chemist" who was one of the grealest technological innovatos of the
twentieth century. He was awarded hundreds of patents, elected to the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences, and received numerous industry awards. He developed the lead
additive for gasoline (TEL) and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The use of both were later
found to have created huge environmental damage to ozone layer, increased high abnospheric lead levels, and produced unlold health problems. They were banned intemationally by the end of the twentieth century. Midgley contracted polio later in his life and
tumed to nobler work, inventing a device ofropes and pulteys to help disabled people lift
themselves from beds. Unfortunately, he became entangled in the ropes while using the
device and stangled to death.
Techrology must be viewed with sone reservations.
This is especially true of the conlenporary hchnologies of communication, which
have been created for specihc types of exploitation of social and commercial opportunities. Their structures produce and enforce power arrangements. Although social media
have moved mass communication away from an industrial content production process,
making it more people-centric than legacy mass communication, this should not be
construed as removing them from the inlluences of power and etites (Hindman, 2009;
Mcchesney, 2013; Picard. 2014).
Out of sheer naivete and wishfirl thinking, rnany proponents of and commentators on
social media - including many of our colleagues in communication and media studies
have portrayed the lntemet and its services as an empowering force, a dernocratising
institution, and a space flee ftom the constraints that hobbled legacy media. These
observers exhibit inadequate critical thought and analysis, venerate the technology, and
tumble into the Eap of technicism.
Discussion of comrnmications advancements regularly takes on rcvercnt tones.
Deliberations on national social and economic development, education, and democrstic

-
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participation are increasingly dominated by technological modes of thought and metaphors. Many in the field of communications and media are happy to sit at the feet of
prophets of technotory and tum the hardware and soltwarc of digital technotogy into
sacred objects to be revered, worshipped, and embraced.
They ignore or forget that technology is a value-laden activity ftom inception to use. It
is a culturally based cleation designed as a means !o some end. It changes and transforms
interactions snd transactions for the benefit of some. It transforms thinking. It becomes
social practice. It extracts value. lt commoditises. It constrains actions. It can be co-opted
to rcinforce existing elites and power It can diminish existing power arrangements, but
then create new elites and power. It is anything but benign and equalising (Braman, 2006;
Gillespie, Boczkowski, & Foot, 2014; Kitrgston,2013; McGinn, 1990; Picard, 2014;
PostmaD, 1993).

Clearly, social media are technical artefacts worthy of derp consideration for ther
elfects on individuals and society. But we must study them with a critical perspective.

Structurc, power, rtrd Influence
Even with the most cusory consideration, the increasing commercialisation of social
media and their growing use by business intercsts and political elites is readily apparent.
Advertisements are appearing between messages from friends and colleagues, and companies are tracking our behaviour and analysing our comments to irnproye rnarteting.
Companies are 'engaging' with consumers on social media for commercial benehts
(Scott,2013; Solis & Kutcher,20ll). Political elitcs arc bypassing legacy media and
promoting their interesls without the nonnative constraints of news organizations and arc
using social media to improve their abilities to mobilise campaignen and votem (Agranoff

& Tabin, 20l l; Gainous & Wagner,2013).
Although it is true that individuals and civil society

organisations are able to use this
new means of communications more often, and in more ways, than they werc able to use
legacy nuss media in the past, the struch[es and processes of the Internet and social
media are being gearly inlluenced by those who control the infrastructures and systems
necessary for their operation. These new institutional arrangements arc based oo corpomle
interests thal determine the fundamental aspects of operations and practices, ultimately
channetling and controlling conten! and exploiting usen for the benefit of others (Gehl,
2014; Hindman, 2009).
Measured rcflection leads us !o understand that social media themselves arc cr€ating
powerfrrl struchres and institutions that are shifting mechanisms of influence and control
ftom public to private spheres. This ma&es public oversight more challenging and reduces
the ability of the public to influence social media with democratically determined policy
(Picard, 2014).
The digital ecosystem seems to have a more amorphous structwe than the legacy
media ecosystenL because ofthe large number ofparticipants and lhe use ofhardware and
telecommudcatioos systerns operated by others. However, this app€rance masks the
reality that a very small number of enterprises control the liurctionality of the digital
sphere and that usels are dependent upon them. The operation of the ecosystem is based
on consumption of hardware, software, and services ftom intermediary firms that control
gateways and proyide essential lacilitating services. This pmduces mechanisms for social
control and influence by frnns that now have more power than msny nation states.
These firms are exploiting their central positions to extsact value from the usen ofthe
new commrmication networts and limiting communication just as did legacy media who
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organised thet own monopolistic markets. The mechanisms for doing tfs come at a
price. Google, Facebook, YouTube and other social media platfoms detemfne how you
use their services, direct the communications into certain forms, push content to you from
which they benefrt, use the content of others without appropriate compensation, and force
us !o give up personal information in exchange for using the services.
We are experiencing a rcduction in privacy, changes in norms of communicative
behaviour, and unparalleled surveillance by commercial firms and governments alike.
Uses of social media are affecting general public norms and expectations of privacy.
Thoughts, emotions, and pesonal behaviours previously shared only among close relatives and friends are voluntarily disclosed and widely disseminated. Where people go,
what thef eat, what they see and do, the state of their relationships, and sexual aclivities
are voluntarily chronicled

Social media are clearly alt€ring social behavioural norms. Instead of supporting
social virtues such as humility, civility, restxaint, and kindness, the artificiality and
alienation fostercd by social media tend !o encourage narcissistic communicalion, deprecation of othen, and celebration of misbehaviours.
Quiet convexsations and personal communications have given wsy to a Erstem in
which those with $,hom we communicate, what we communicate, what we see and read,
and what intErests us are now publicly disclosed and available.
Interactions are recorde4 and how often we communicate, what content we ciqrlate
and receive, and wtat topica interest us are logged. Similar tracking occurs when we use
other digital communication systems as well.
This provldes signifrcant information about individuats that is harvested by companies
and govemments. The scope and scale of information available is enomtous. Although
digital mmpanies criticise govemmental uses of this data, they do not s€ern to recognize

how this view conflicts with their own uses.
A central part of this challenge is that digital companies seem to believe that they own
their customers and that anything they do to them is acceptable. This is why no one in the
Facebook organisation raised significant concem when it decided to take part in a
sun€ptitious experiment on r.lsers to see whether altering their mmds by means of the
content they received changed their behaviours (Meyer, 20t4). Exploiting users is at the
hearl of what they do.

DEltd sysEms rre cr€.ting nery mechanlsms for socld confrol snd inlluence
It should be no surprise that every major goyemment in the world conducts surveillance
using the lntemet and social media. They are not likely !o strop even though revelations
may lead to some constraints on tleir activities. Why would they? Govemments have
opened the post for centuries and have eavesdropped on telephone calls and facked bant
transfers for decades (Bamford, 1983; Knightly, 1980; Thomas, 2013). Although it is
recognized - even within s€cudty agencies - that carrying out these activities create moral
dilemrnas (Olson,2006) and pose risks to democracy (Boghosian, 2013), govemments
and the public thmugh acquiescence in pursuit of a perception of security find them
usefut.
Security forces and their supporters tend to justi$ thet actions by embracing Westem
philosophy, such as the Platonic view that state must prepare for war (Plato, 2008), the
Machiavellian view that ordinary morality does not apply when the existence of the state
is thrcatened (Machiavelli, 2005, 2008), and the Lockean view that democratic decisionmaking gives way to the prerogative power of the executive when the state is thrcatened

-
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(Locke, 1988). Consequently, they accept gathering as much information as possible on
everyone to prepare fo1 and respond to, per€eived threats.
The conpanies at the heart ofsocial media are using their positions !o gain advantages over
users and to fird ways 10 sway user behaviour and susceptibility to influential messages.

thet

Technologies that provide the abilities for some to us€ and control communication to
exercise power over others will always be exploited.

Populrrised communications
Giving the public

a

platform for greater communication creates benefits, but it also csrries

costs and risks.

Social media focus attention on amusements and the inconsequential details of
individuals' lives. This is not itself decadent or appalling, but the sheer magnitude and
triviality of communications cr€aled through social media turn attention away from
other functions and information, lowering and debasing the quality of public
communications.

The mores of social media lerrd themselves to belligerent venting of anger and
malicious public shaming. Although it is psychologically healthy to release annoyance
and resentment, and public sbaming can serve puposes of supporting social norms and
moral behaviour, all too often social media are used as a weapon to dam€e or destsoy
others. Unfortunately, most ofus allow this to occur without registering our dissppmval or
pointing out its unfaimess.
Tmlling and bullying online have become a norm and manifest lhemselves in far more
ways than ofline because of anonymity and the ability of the attacks to be sprcad to an
individual's social circles more rapidly. This has led to psychologica! problems and
suicides, particularty among the young. Attempts to apply social norms or law to such
behaviours are often countered by the highly libertarian and anarchistic philosophies of
many in the online world.
The popularisation of communication also produces a multitude of voices that can
leave us vulnerable to hysteria and moral panic. When this occurs there is little scope for
debate and deliberation. The perceptions of the crowd can easily tum rnasses into rabble
with demands for under<onsidered social or political action. Humans can react so rapidly
with initial impressions in the digital world that they don't fully consider other voices that
may have different or moderating views.
Social media lhus c-reate a conundrum iryolving the values of free individual expression
and desires for a noble social ethos, a nurturing culture, and the maintenance ofsocial order.
Is thls humanislng?
This leads us to the questions of whelher social media represent a reformation of media
and arc acting as a humanising force.
There is no doubt that social media provide morc ways for individuals to express and
share observations, ideas, opinions, and content that pleases or stimulates. Social media
also affod opportunities to publicly asseft and perform an identity and to support
relationships and communities that previously were more dilficult to construct and maintain thrcugh interpersonal and mass communication.
We benefit &om those who use social media to record and disseminate cunent events,
photographs, evidence of abuses of power such as police brutality, and to provide
information and documentation that contradicts or moderates elite interpretations of the
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world about us. At the very least, social medis have reduced the power of legacy media
and forced them to shake off their complacency.
Nevertheless, they still remain highty mediated corrununication, incorporating artificiality and tacking genuine authenticity. Social media at best rcpresent only a slight
impmveinent on lhe legacy media of the past. At worst, they arc replicating legacy
media as a means of social control.
Are social media humanising? They may be to the extent that they allow more
individual voices to be heard, albeit with constraints, and permit multi-directional communication. However, there is no evidence that social media are moving us loward the
ideals of becoming enlightened, tolerant, rational, cultured and civilised human beings.
Neither is there convincing evidence that social media are making society any more
egalitarian by reducing the power or wealth of elites; ratheq the evidence indicates that
they are exacertating it and have created new wealthy elites.
For the past century, each new medium introduced - motion pictures, radio, television
has been extolled for its revolutionary capabilities to lift the
cable, and the Intemet
human spiri! improve education, reduce conflic! and empower the public. Such worthy
sspirations werc trurnpeted with u|e appearance of social media- Unforhmately, it appe{s
thst social media - like other media before them - are being co-opted by commercial and
elite interests and that their use is overwhelmingly for anusement, escapisrq corntrlerce,
and inconsequential chatter.
It's a damn shame.

-
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